One of the hallmarks of The Beverly & Carlos Yepes Foundation is based on this ancient proverb that providing for people for only one day is limiting. Yet by offering people the skills to provide for themselves every day, we empower them and instill hope and only then are they truly provided for.

For more information visit www.helpus@yepesfoundation.org

Founded in 1987, Resurrection House follows the same self-sufficiency model it promotes. No government money is accepted. All money comes from private sources and their new campus across from St. Anthony’s Hospital was completed in 2001 debt free. Since 1988, families who have completed the Resurrection House program have done so with an 80% success rate. The Resurrection House Program consists of case management, counseling, life skill classes, childhood education and enrichment programs, non-denominational spiritual development and transitional housing.

For more information visit www.floridaresurrectionhouse.com
Cynthia Sinclair may be reached at (727) 823-4742.
Or via e-mail at succeed@floridaresurrectionhouse.com

Sunscreen Film Festival is giving back to our community. ALL of the proceeds will go to St. Petersburg-based Resurrection House. Please support them.

Sunscreen Festival Guide
Actor's Workshops

MORE WORKSHOPS, MORE CLASSES, MORE STARS

Thursday, April 15  10 am - 2:30 pm
Alexa Vega (Spy Kids 1, 2, 3) Bill Cobbs (Night at the Museum)

Friday, April 16  10 am - 4:30 pm
Alexa Vega, Bill Cobbs, Ayanna Berkshire (Twilight), Solomon Trimble (Twilight)

Saturday, April 17  10 am - 2 pm
Patrick Wilson (Watchmen, Lakeview Terrace)

Sunday, April 18  10 am - 12 pm
Ayanna Berkshire, Solomon Trimble

Movie Maker Workshops

Thursday, April 15  10 am - 11:30 am
Creating a Killer Movie Comic
Comics & Film: The World of Transmedia Storytelling. We’ll explore the phenomenon of the comic book film, the influence of the comic book on filmmakers, the diversity of genres in the medium, and their importance in the global market and the new world of Transmedia storytelling. Led by Leo Partible (Comic Author, Producer)

11:30 am - 3:30 pm
Indie Film Producing Workshop 101
Making Your Own Dynamite: A Cautionary Cookbook for the Indie Filmmaker. Title: Indie Whuuuh?
In this class the producers of Napoleon Dynamite will examine the independent film marketplace to determine what types of films are best suited to be made independent of the studio system. Led by Sean Covel and Doc Wyatt (Producers of Napoleon Dynamite)

3:30 pm - 4:30 pm
Master Screenwriting Workshop
Listen and learn as a Hollywood pro evaluates a few pre-selected scripts written by those in attendance. Led by Dean Batali (Producer, Head Writer, That 70’s Show, Buffy the Vampire Slayer)

Friday, April 16  10 am - 11:30 am
The Business of Blockbusters The Secrets of Producing $100 Million+ Movies
A legendary Hollywood producer reveals the ups and downs of producing films with budgets at and above $100 million. Led by Ralph Winter (Producer of X-Men 1-3, Wolverine, Fantastic Four, Star Trek 2-4)

1 pm - 2:30 pm
Pitchfest
An unique chance for attendees to pitch story ideas to Hollywood producers and distributors. Attendees must prepare a two minute (or less) pitch, and be ready to deliver it to the industry pros who have heard thousands of pitches. ONLY Day Pass, Filmmaker Pass, Festival Pass or VIP Pass holders eligible. First come first serve. No reservations. Limited to 50 attendees in line no earlier than 11:30 am.

3 pm - 4:30 pm
Producing a Hit TV Show
Dean Batali will share everything that goes into producing a weekly series - from story development to script-writing and various stages of production - including web series application.

5 pm - 6:30 pm
Indie Film Producing Workshop 102 - Making Your Own Dynamite: A Cautionary Cookbook for the Indie Filmmaker. Title: How to Make Money
In the second class, the producers of Napoleon Dynamite will focus on finding financing for an independent film.

Saturday, April 17  10 am - 11:30 am
The Role of a Producer in the 21st Century
Movie producer Ralph Winter and TV producer Phil Cooke will share their insights on creating compelling content in today's media-driven culture.

1 pm - 2 pm
Being a Screen Actor
Getting started. Getting noticed. Getting the skills and talents focused on your goal. Acting ON SCREEN. Hear from one of the busiest actors, (as a director, actor, producer), Alistair Petrie (Producers of Napoleon Dynamite)

3 pm - 4:30 pm
Master Screenwriting Workshop
Listen and learn as a Hollywood pro evaluates a few pre-selected scripts written by those in attendance. Led by Dean Batali (Producer, Head Writer, That 70’s Show, Buffy the Vampire Slayer)

Saturday, April 17  4:30 pm - 6:30 pm
Pitchfest
An unique chance for attendees to pitch story ideas to Hollywood producers and distributors. Attendees must prepare a two minute (or less) pitch, and be ready to deliver it to the industry pros who have heard thousands of pitches. ONLY Day Pass, Filmmaker Pass, Festival Pass or VIP Pass holders eligible. First come first serve. No reservations. Limited to 50 attendees in line no earlier than 11:30 am.

3 pm - 4:30 pm
Producing a Hit TV Show
Dean Batali will share everything that goes into producing a weekly series - from story development to script-writing and various stages of production - including web series application.

5 pm - 6:30 pm
Indie Film Producing Workshop 102 - Making Your Own Dynamite: A Cautionary Cookbook for the Indie Filmmaker. Title: How to Make Money
In the second class, the producers of Napoleon Dynamite will focus on finding financing for an independent film.

Saturday, April 17  10 am - 11:30 am
The Role of a Producer in the 21st Century
Movie producer Ralph Winter and TV producer Phil Cooke will share their insights on creating compelling content in today's media-driven culture.

1 pm - 2 pm
Being a Screen Actor
Getting started. Getting noticed. Getting the skills and talents focused on your goal. Acting ON SCREEN. Hear from one of the busiest actors, (as a director, actor, producer), Alistair Petrie (Producers of Napoleon Dynamite)

3 pm - 4:30 pm
Master Screenwriting Workshop
Listen and learn as a Hollywood pro evaluates a few pre-selected scripts written by those in attendance. Led by Dean Batali (Producer, Head Writer, That 70’s Show, Buffy the Vampire Slayer)
Sunday, April 18

10am-11:30am

**Storyboards Tell A Story**
We'll explore the various uses of storyboards, their relationship to graphic novels, their use in creating interest with studios and how new technology such as the iPad has helped the filmmaking process. Led by Leo Partible.

1pm-2:30pm

**Start YOUR Career in Entertainment**
Whether you're new to the industry or a veteran, discover the 10 key principles that build a long term career. Find out why these key concepts are the difference between success and failure in Hollywood. Led by Phil Cooke (Author, Filmmaker, Media Consultant).

1pm-2:30pm

**Music for the Screen**
Creating a soundtrack and acquiring music for your film. Led by Michael Tolcher (Musician, Scrubs, One Tree Hill, ESPN)

3pm-4:30pm

**You Produced a Movie, So What’s Next?**
The Power of Distribution: Finding the Right Audience
Join Ralph Winter and Phil Cooke for a fascinating look at distribution channels for media content today. They'll explore mainstream distribution channels as well as alternative channels to help you find the right platform and audience for your project.

5pm

**Staged Screenplay Reading**
This one-of-a-kind, "sneak peek" into the inner workings of a developing feature film. **ULLABY**, is a true multimedia event including a staged screenplay reading, musical performances, a short film and an intimate conversation with award-winning filmmaker, two-time Sunscreen alumni and Clearwater native, writer/director/producer, Kimberly M. Weherell.

---

**U.S. Southeast Premiere**
Saturday 4/17
2:10 pm
Barry Munday
starring Patrick Wilson.
DAY PASS & VIP PASS holders.
Q&A after screening, hosted by Patrick Wilson.

---

**Sunday, April 18 ...Continued**

1:30 pm **Theater 17**
Ectosy of Gold - Adam Ossen Welcome to the lush and mythic West populated by heroes and villains, and ruled by the gun.

3:00 pm **Theater 18**
Tar Creek - Matt Meyers Environmental disasters get attention. Others get fixed. What about America's oldest and worst?

3:30 pm **Theater 17**
Horizons - Director, Zlataf Covic This time, the film dances.
Suit - Director, Jef Taylor An abstraction on romantic love.
Yellow Bicycle Handle - Director, Susan Kasamick The unsettling horror of a yellow bicycle handle hanging on a bush brings a sense of fatalistic dread at the fate of two little girls.
Coverage - Director, Jef Taylor In the wake of 9/11, a sexual obsession threatens to destroy a relationship.
Love for 17.50 - Director, Greg Larson A young man's innocent passion leads to confusion and turmoil.
Tower of Babel - Director, Andrew Keeton What happens the moment man stops communicating?

5:00 pm **Theater 17**
Cruxshadows - Director, Marc Shahboz A music video featuring film noir imagery with a blend of alchemy and technology.
Tip of your Tongue - Director, Chris Sanders A couple's struggle with miscommunication and holding back their true feelings.
Toofly - Director, Nicholas Lam. Chains. Toys. Babes thrown together in a music video with broadcast quality content on an indie budget.
Point of Honor - Director, Chris Townsend Rock video by the group Point of Honor.
Animal - Director, Skyley Pester Sharon, Brad & Andrew. It's about putting their collective souls onto film and finding their way to break free.
Transmissions - Director, Thierry Holzbeck Animated music video for the Panda Transport song "Transmission".
Nan Nanny Boo Boo - Director, Blake Feldman Young Jones walked out of an urban household - under the scrutiny of his peers, through the streets of Orange County, and into our hearts. He overcame all, so Nan Nanny Boo Boo.

5:15 pm **Theater 18**

Acting for the Screen

6:15 pm **Theater 17**
Soul Biographies - Director, Nic Askew A feature documentary film about the experience of being human.

7:45 pm **Theater 18**
Deadland - Directors, Damon O'Steen, Jamie Millholl A man must cross post-WWII terrain and the new martial How to save his missing wife.

8:15 pm **Theater 17**

Best of Sunscreen

Alexa Vega
(Spy Kids 1,2,3)
La Guerra - Enka Coho, Matthew Sullivan Though a woman's place is supposed to be in the kitchen, the 12 year old soccer-playing Lula has a different idea.

A Play - Diego Colon, Father Stanley Rother martyred in Guatemala, while trying to improve the lives of his parishioners. La Permanencia - Fernando Abadis A man who guards a woman guarded by her own past cannot guard himself from live, death and love.

1:00 pm Theater 18

Din Light - Neil Upadhyay, Jay Judson, Asia Shepherd, a legal aide from a magazine investigating a photographer who has mysteriously gone blind but is still taking pictures that are too good to be true.

Garaged - Sean Edward Day The morning SHE came Home! All Air is Dead Air - Wil Magny When two people decide to die, an unlikely stranger inherits their effects, leaving with the mystery of their past and their own.

A Piece of My Heart - Stephen McKendree, Matthew Fish When a beautiful stranger shoots you and leaves you for dead, life is never the same.

Prisoners of War - Bart Johnson, Mitchell White Five soldiers, but how many men.

The Man From Green Point - David Silverin A student's documentary short about an alleged artist spirals out of control.

Hashishin - Anesi Vega With the passing of his father, Hassan's destiny is revealed and he must embrace it or face death.

2:10 pm Theater 13

Barry Munday - Chris D'Arzenzo Womanizer par excellence. Barry Munday wakes up after being attacked, without his family jewels, facing a paternity suit filed by a woman he can't remember sleeping with.

3:00 pm Theater 18

P.A.T.H. Hip-hop History - Dan Potts A unique summer camp teaches teens the art of deepjaying, sneezing (rapping), B-boyng and B-girling (break-dancing) and urban art.

4:45 pm Theater 18

Florida Film Showcase

6:00 pm Theater 17

Charlie Valentine - Ray Cavaleri A professional criminal, on the run, tries to reconcile with his estranged son after 30 years.

7:15 am Theater 18

The Shark Can - Rusty Armstrong, Steven Pavan Are sharks really over-fished?

Sunday, April 18

11:00 am Theater 18

3-D Movies - Mike Madigan, Matthew Peck We all could use a little change except Kathleen... or so she thinks.

The Cragglers - Elaine Hendrix Three misfit and desperate friends clog across the country to claim their fame in Hollywood. The Nice Girl - V.K. Shach After work, Kate meets a stranger, who could change her life.

This Side Up - Eric Blue While shopping himself to his girlfriend, Jack makes a stunning discovery.

True Beauty this Night - Peter Besson, Stephen Sweeney Rhett meets the love of his life. Now he has to convince her he is.

Also: Parted Yellow - Coco Bermuda A signmaker seeks simplicity.

11:15 am Theater 17

Superseat Film Student Showcase

1:00 pm Theater 18

American Colonies: Collapse of the Bee - Jason Kushner EXPLAINED! The mysterious problem of Colony Collapse Disorder.

Friday April 16

5:30 pm Theater 18

Doll Student Films - Various Directors

6:15 pm Theater 17

Fiberglass and Megapixels - Derek & Craig Hoffmeyn Go deep as top surfers, photographers and cinematographers share their perspective on getting the shot and living the surfing dream.

7:00 pm Theater 18

Back to Life - Mike Salvo Frankenstein's monster is not happy about coming to life. Why I Hate Mimes - Steve Girard One man's reason for an age-old problem.

Sebastian's Voodoo A voodoo doll musters the courage to save his friend from being pinned down.

Mu: Emptiness Joaquin Baldwin A painted phoenix wills herself into the world of love, loss, longing and enlightenment.

Valentines: Jtshing-Yin: Messenger We Ben faces the dilemma of love.

Skylight - David Boas A mockumentary of the ecological plight of penguins, foretelling cataclysmic results for the rest of the world.

8:00 pm Theater 18

Meet with an Accident - Trevor Ward Crippled, abandoned and desperate, Benedict finds refuge in his wife.

8:15 pm Theater 17

Cinco La Cabana Emilio Portes In this twisted tale, a magician's severed head remembers what led to his decapitation.

10:00 pm Theater 18

Los Santos Socios Luis Ortega Five apocalyptic survivors embark on a journey to find their fate.

10:30 pm Theater 17

Back to Life - Mike Salvo Frankenstein's monster is not happy about coming to life. Huntin' - Brooke Keesling Ducks, deer and turkey are usually hunted.Rusty and Ruthchild are after something more exotic.

Why I Hate Mimes - Steve Girard One man's reason for an age-old problem.

Take My Wife - Brett Carlson A married couple, intending to hire a gigolo to better their sex life, mistakenly hires a hitman.

Skylight - David Boas A mockumentary of the ecological plight of penguins, foretelling cataclysmic results for the rest of the world.

A Disruption in the Routine of Eamonn Patrick Griffin Eamonn has anything but a typical day.

Saturday, April 17

11:00 am Theater 17

Imaginative - Danny Robinsbal Two societies race to victory. Summer - Marc Wiesemann Summer love can be the most precious. We are All Here Yong-hwa Choi Our planet needs us.

A Dog Goes From Here to There Carl Kneebachker How do you get from here to there? And what if a dog wanted to know?

Skylight - David Boas A mockumentary of the ecological plight of penguins, foretelling cataclysmic results for the rest of the world.

Sebastian's Voodoo A voodoo doll musters the courage to save his friend from being pinned down.

Valentines - Jtshing-Yin: Messenger We Ben faces the dilemma of love.

11:15 am Theater 18

Art Matters Art of Homelessness Children Clare Casademont Art, music, dance and photography come into the lives of homeless children and alter them a way we never thought.

The Sky was Angry - Sharif Abdoun During the Israeli war on Lebanon four years ago, some children took refuge in a Beirut theater.

12:30 pm Theater 17

Jesuicde de mi Vida - Jesus Perez-Miranda Scared of the dark, a six year old boy prays to God for a miracle.
Thursday, April 15...Continued

Claude Levi Strauss - Marcelle Fontaine, Paul Saadoun An Anthropologist “discovers the New World” when he lives with the Namibianwara Indians of the Amazon.

10:45 pm Theater 18

Soulmates - Tony Farnam, Diane Ward A relationship counselor must rely upon his shoddy counseling skills to save one of his clients from being pinned to death.

High Heels: Brett Carlson A tragic accident caused by a pair of sexy red heels strikes terror into the heart of a nurse.

Sebastian’s Voodoo: Joaquín Sabido A voodoo doll must find the courage to save his friends from being pinned to death.

Dead Exit: Wes Young, Bob Herron Cops have given up. Zombies run amok. So three survivors take on.

Altar - Nathan Benzen A possesses toilet forces a janitor to re-evaluate his life.

Friday, April 16

11:00 am Theater 17

Psittacosis Interiors - Director, Gabriel Folgado Three generations of miners unfold the secrets of being a miner and living in a mining community.

11:30 am Theater 18

Glory at Sea - Director, Bente Zeilmann A group of mourners and a man spend the depths of Hades attempting to rescue lost loved ones from beneath the sea.

Death to the Timpani - Director, Ray Tintori A story of love, loss behind and beyond the tin.

Musica En Espera - Director, Hernan A. Gotfrid A composer searches for inspiration.

1:00 pm Theater 18

Lipgloss - Directors, Valentina Figueres, Jorge Figueres Cipriano Mera, a free man who refused to die on his feet or live on his knees during the Spanish Civil War.

3:30 pm Theater 18

Jesus de mi Vida - Directors, Jesus Perez-Miranda Scarred of the dark, a six year old boy prays to God for a miracle.

La Guerra - Directors, Erika Cohn, Matthew Sullivan Though a woman’s place is supposed to be in the kitchen, 12 year old soccer-playing Lula has a different idea.

Aloha - Director, Diego Colombi Father Stanley Rother martyred in Guatemala, while trying to improve the lives of his parishioners.

La Permanencia - Director, Fernando Abadie A man who guards a woman guarded by her own past cannot guard himself from death, love and hate.

3:45 pm Theater 17

Scarlet Witch - Director, F.C. Robbins Even a modern girl needs a witch in the woods.

One Wise - Director, Mike Lang A strange girl deals with misfortune in unusual ways.

Warth - Director, Keith Cogey When a nondescript violin shows up at an upscale auction it seems wildly out of place. But who decides what something or someone is worth?

Wall - Director, Jon Snow When Mira gets angry, objects move and people get hurt. What happens when her daughter shows her more disturbing capabilities?

Clark - Director, Kevin J. O’Neill, Melissa Gruber Surviving an abusive father is the plight of a young boy in the 50’s.

Bird Brain - Director, Patrick McCabe Brian has resigned himself to a life of petty crime, until one day he steals from the right person.

Thursday, April 15

11:00 am Theater 18

Truth About Drugs Real People, Real Stories.

12:45 pm Theater 17

Paawed - Randal Kirk When your best friend is your drug dealer, selling your soul is easier than you think.

Yardbirds - Jason Hawkins, Zeke Flaten Hostages... It never turns out the way you plan.

Free Lunch - Rick Carnett, Xavier O’Ryan Everybody wants a free lunch... except Walter Tanner, Jr.

Spinners - Dave DelBorde There’s truth in advertising, it just begins with a lie.

Altar - Nathan Benzen A janitor confronted with a possessed toilet forces a janitor to re-evaluate his life.

1:15 pm Theater 18

Hope for a Thorn - Eric Kitzinger, Jay Delaney Fighting loss, loneliness, and madness an estranged grandmother and granddaughter’s only hope for redemption is each other.

3:00 pm Theater 17

Die Flucht - Raja Sabanei For two brothers at the end of WW II, there is only one solution: an escape in a way they never wanted.

Out of Here - Chino Maya It’s one thing to leave your lover, but then where?

Champagne Supernova - Fernando Jover A mature lady finds she can buy love with a 24 year old.

Le Retour - Rachel Earnest, Kate Nelson After studying abroad in France, home will never be the same again.

When the VoicesFade - Erika Cohn, Natacha Atalla Can love survive the choking hatred that feeds an endless political dilemma?

Das Paket - Marco Gadge When two gangsters must deliver a package on time or else, a small traffic light becomes a big problem.

3:15 pm Theater 17

S*F*ces - Mike Madison, Matthew Peach We all could use a little change except Kaillinn... or so she thinks.

The Sluggers - Elaina Hendrix Two misfits and desperate friends clog across the country to claim their fame in Hollywood.

The Nice Girl - V.K. Shah After a bad day at work, Kate is meets a stranger who can change her whole life; if she plays her cards right.

This Side Up - Eric Blue While shipping himself in a crate to see his girlfriend, Jack makes a stunning discovery.

True Beauty: This Night - Peter Brosan, Stephan Sweeney Rhett meets the love of his life. Now he has to convince her she is.

A More Perfect Yellow - CoCo Bermudez A signmaker seeks simplicit.

5:00 pm Theater 18

Sneakers & Soul - Jonathan Zeidenk An inherited pair of blue sneakers give a routine-trapped attorney a chance to find a new life.

5:15 pm Theater 17

Skynd dig Hjem (Hurry Home) - Laurits Munck-Petersen Two husbands go to war in Afghanistan but one wife gets one back.

6:45 pm Theater 17

UT Film & Media Arts Showcases

7:00 pm Theater 18

Blind Date - Chris Ramos One bar, one night - when you’re looking for love, nothing gets in the way.

Twilight of Youth - Jerald Timm A brash, young stockbroker becomes the very thing he despises: old.

8:05 pm Theater 17

Prime of Your Life - Kelly King, Nicole Alasano A 20-something girl meets a charming rebel at a funeral and both commit a series of cons.
VIP EVENTS

VIP ticket holders have ALL ACCESS to all workshops, panels and EXCLUSIVE celebrity events and parties listed below. VIP passes and all passes available online at:
www.sunscreendfilmfestival.com
or call (727) 259-8417

Wednesday, April 14
7:30PM – VIP Screening of Black Dynamite (rated R)
9:00PM – VIP Opening Night Party @ St. Pete Museum of Fine Arts (Day Pass holders also permitted)

Thursday, April 15
7:00 PM - 8:30 PM – An Evening with Billy Dee Williams @ Nova 535 (Day Pass holders also permitted)
9:00PM Sunscreen Film Festival Party, live band, Cocktails, Dancing – Nova 535

Friday, April 16
9:00PM – Filmmaker Party @ Café Alma

Saturday, April 17
2:10 PM – Barry Monday Screening followed by Q&A by Patrick Wilson (Day Pass holders also permitted)
8:00PM – Sunscreen Film Festival Awards Ceremony and Party @ Mirror Lake Lyceum with John Travolta with a special performance by Patrick Wilson and his brothers.

Opening Night Film
Black Dynamite 7:30pm

Sunscreen Film Festival kicks off at Baywalk Muvico 20 with the Opening Night Feature Film Black Dynamite, starring Michael Jai White, Arsenio Hall and Tommy Davidson, directed by Scott Sanders.

See the film, walk the red carpet at 6:00 PM with the stars and attend the Opening Night Party at the St. Petersburg Museum of Fine Arts. VIP Pass required for screening and after party.

VIP tickets are not a guarantee of seats. Supplies are limited.